Jonmaster™ Scouring Mop
For perfect scouring!

Key advantages





Top-quality, patented microfibre material
Excellent dust and dirt pick-up properties
Excellent glide properties
One system is needed

Benefits





High mop durability
High cleaning performance in high traffic areas
High efficiency and m²-productivity
Extra presses or frames are not needed

The Jonmaster Pro Scouring Mop is especially developed for direct
mopping of smooth and structured hard floors and walls with a normal to
high dirt level.
The diagonal polyester stripes have been added to provide an excellent
scrubbing or scouring effect. This enables even the grouted joints between
tiles to be thoroughly cleaned. Marks, stains and caked-on dirt are quickly
removed. The microfibres make it
easy to penetrate at a finer level than normal fibres, removing more dirt and
grease.
All mops provide optimal dust and dirt pick-up and glide properties for
minimal operator fatigue, high m²- performance and excellent cleaning
results and hygiene.

Application
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JonmasterTM Scouring Mop

Technical Data
Description

Description

Size

LxW: (485-445) x 125

Sizes

LxW: (485-445) x 125

Material

74% Micro Fibre 26% Polyamid

Washing

Machine Wash at 95º max

Weight

40cm: 107gr

Drying

Dry at 60º max

Colour

White - Black

Packing details
Description

Colour

Packaging

SKU Number

Availability

Jonmaster Pro Scouring Mop

40 cm

5 pc

7515474

AU & NZ

Usage
Use the Jonmaster Pro Scouring Mop damp with 100% of it's own weight of moisture to assure the best cleaning effect - removing the
need for a second drying pass. The area can therefore be opened to traffic soon after cleaning! When using the mop, fine fibres create
a capillary effect within the mop that collects and removes dirt, grease and dust particles from the surface. For these particles to be
removed completely the mop needs to be well-rinsed and laundered.

Caring for your mop




Always rinse the mops without detergent
Do not launder together with other textiles
Do not use any bleach, softener or highly alkaline laundry product
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